


Driving Science-Based Policy
Mobilizing Intergenerational Action

Leading Multi-Sector Global Response to the Ice Crisis

“It’s not just that we’re talking about polar bears or 
seals. We all are ice-dependent species.”

-Julienne Stroeve,  
Polar climate scientist, University College London

Polar Ice on the Edge of Extinction

Protecting sea ice is essential for maintaining glob-
al climate stability and conserving the unique Arc-
tic ecosystem. However, Arctic sea ice extent is de-
creasing by 13% per decade.[1] Since 1979, an area 
twice the size of Alaska has melted away.[2] Global 
warming is defrosting this realm with the Arctic warm-
ing 3 times faster than anywhere else in the world.[3]

The entire global cryosphere is melting at a quickening 
pace. In two decades, an astonishing 28 trillion tons of 
ice was lost[4]—enough to cover the UK in a 100 
meter-thick ice cube.i
 
This Summary Brief is intended to illustrate the intersec-
tion of scientific evidence, ecological changes, societal 
impacts and economic risk, all signaling the urgent need 
for intersectional collaboration to protect the Central 
Arctic Ocean Ice Shield (CAOIS)—an indispensable plan-
etary cooling system responsible for the stability of our 
global climate.  Furthermore, the case is made for why 
an immediate 10-year Moratorium on exploitations 
is critical to defend the CAOIS from harm, to raise the 
global alarm and for why establishing it for the long-
term as a Global Commons is an essential whole-sys-
tems strategy to ensure the non-jurisdictional CAO 
Ice Shield’s global ecosystem services remain viable.

Urgent Problems Require Bold Action

A Global SOS

One of the most important functions of Polar 
ice, as the thermostat of the Earth, is to reflect 
the sun’s rays back into the atmosphere, a pro-
cess known as the albedo effect. Thus, Global 
Choices has coined the descriptor, the ‘Central 
Arctic Ocean Ice Shield’. As global warming di-
minishes the ice, the exposed ocean warms, ab-
sorbing heat and further accelerating ice loss in 
an ice-albedo feedback loop. It is estimated that 
over 50% of the albedo has already been lost.

“What Happens in the Arctic Doesn’t Stay in the Arctic”
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Sea ice loss is scientifically linked to increased in-
tensity and frequency of floods, droughts, storms 
and fires[5–7], also including the Pacific Northwest 
heat dome. Consequently, habitat and biodiversity 
loss will accelerate, food webs will be dismantled 
and competition for resources will increase. Coastal 
erosion and permafrost thaw, which will be wors-
ened by rising temperatures, will displace local and 
Indigenous communities, and Island Nations will see 
their homes swallowed by sea level rise due to melt-
ing of the polar ice sheets. Rising sea levels are ex-
pected to affect 2 billion people by 2100, resulting in 
huge climate refugee migrations and civil conflicts. ii 
These are all exponential risks that impact food se-
curity and will generate widespread destabilization.  

The rapid destruction of the sea ice means the 
Arctic is now both a victim and a driver of cli-
mate change. Losing the Arctic sea Ice Shield 
initiates a cascade of negative climate impacts 
around the world. Unmitigated loss of Arctic 
sea ice can trigger tipping points where these ef-
fects become hard to stop, with compounding 
impacts on other climate regulating systems, in-
cluding oceanic and atmospheric circulation.
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The Arctic is home to over 21,000 species of flo-
ra and fauna. Ice-dependent species, like ringed-
seals, narwhal, polar bears and migratory birds, rely 
on the ice for breeding, birthing, feeding, protection 
and ultimately, survival. Arctic species are uniquely 
adapted to the extreme cold and highly variable cli-
matic conditions. Dwindling habitats, along with fluc-
tuating temperatures and slowing ocean currents, 
are disrupting the food chain, creating competition 
and slowly unraveling the Arctic ecosystem for ma-
rine species, Indigenous and local communities.

Alongside the 10-yr Moratorium,Alongside the 10-yr Moratorium,
Global Choices is also calling for the CAOIS to be protected and managed  Global Choices is also calling for the CAOIS to be protected and managed  

for the long-term as a Global Commons.for the long-term as a Global Commons.

Because no nation owns a Global Commons, they 
are shared resources beyond national jurisdic-
tion on which all life depends and are recognized 
as the “common heritage of mankind” under the 
UN Law of the Sea (UNCLOS).[8] The global sys-
tems of Outer Space, the Atmosphere, Antarcti-
ca and the High Seas are consequently consid-
ered by international law as Global Commons.iii  
In this regard, the CAO is considered a High Seas 
and thus an area beyond national jurisdiction. 

Decisions about the Central Arctic Ocean (CAO) 
are determined primarily by the consensus of the 
Arctic Council, composed of eight Arctic States, 
under the guidance of intergovernmental actors 
and agreements. With a two-year rotating chair-
manship, Russia will Chair the Council until 2023.

Act Locally with a Global Agenda

This situation can no longer be viewed as solely an 
Arctic States issue. With a deeper scientific recog-
nition of the interconnection of global systems, it 
is now understood that ‘what happens in the Arctic 
doesn’t stay in the Arctic,’ and that the CAOIS has 
critical worldwide implications. As a result, leaders 
and civil society must assume global responsibil-
ity—as we did for the Antarctic—to defend and

safeguard the CAOIS as a natural resource that is 
crucial to planetary and human health and well- 
being as well as for scientific research.

Protecting this area and defending it from harm re-
quires international cooperation, with Arctic coun-
tries acting as guardians of the fragile region. Because 
the CAOIS is classified as a High Seas, the UNCLOS 
therefore currently provides the underlying legal 
framework to mediate competing interests in the 
region. In accordance with countries’ environmen-
tal and social commitments made in Paris in 2015, 
we are calling for a renewed, clear and comprehen-
sive form of governance based on the Precaution-
ary Principle to protect the vital Arctic ecosystem.

Threats: Rather than collaborating to mitigate fur-
ther damage, nations and corporations are angling 
to capitalize on new opportunities presented by 
melting ice. Having exploitative appetites beyond 
many of the resources within their Exclusive Eco-
nomic Zones (EEZ), some coastal states are ma-
neuvering to expand their interests into the CAO 
right up to the North Pole. Threats to the CAOIS 
and this unique biome include deep-sea mining, 
fossil fuel extraction, seismic testing, increased 
commercial shipping (including a Transpolar 
Sea Route, aka Polar Suez Canal), radioactive 
waste dumping and testing of nuclear weapons.

This is not a future scenario—from the Poles to the 
Tropics, all regions of the world are already experienc-
ing climate instability due to the Ice Crisis, and much 
is now scientifically linked to the loss of the CAOIS.
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Short-term profit is overshadowed by long-term 
expense - Based on current policies, accelerating 
sea ice loss will cost the world economy an ad-
ditional $70 trillion over the next 30 decades, a 
figure ten times greater than projected gains from 
increased Arctic extraction and shipping.[9] This is 
in addition to the estimated $1400 trillion for oth-
er climate change related damage and mitigation.

Communities in Crisis

Coastal erosion is affecting communities around 
the globe as intense storms become more fre-
quent and sea level rise brings wave action to high-
er ground. Island Nations are projected to contin-
uously lose their shoreline, with some becoming 
nearly uninhabitable by 2050.iv  While the effects of 
sea level rise affect the entire world, the Arctic is 
particularly vulnerable. Sea ice shields the coastline 
from harsh winds and coastal erosion, and more 
turbulent weather is further damaging the ice, and 
coastline. Coastal erosion leads to the collapse of 
infrastructure, causing oil spills and burdening 
local communities with additional climate risks. 

Polar Players
The Arctic has long been an exemplary re-
gion of geopolitical cooperation. It has been a 
sphere in which tensions between superpow-
ers are relaxed, and the Arctic states can agree 
to peaceful activities that benefit all members. 

The Arctic Council is the leading intergovernmental 
forum in the region, and although its dealings are 
not comprehensive and lack legal personality, out-
comes to date have been overwhelmingly positive.

Its mission is to strengthen partnerships and 
communication among its members. With 
Working Groups conducting ongoing stud-
ies, the Council focuses on environmen-
tal protection and sustainable development. 

These threats impact the precious remaining 
CAO Ice Shield needed to sustain the albedo ef-
fect, as well as destroy habits, reduce connec-
tivity, deplete biodiversity, disrupt food webs, 
introduce noise and chemical pollution, alter 
fisheries that provide for livelihoods, and in-
fluence carbon storage and nutrient cycling.

As the Arctic ecosystem changes, Indigenous com-
munities that depend upon it are also put at risk. 
Due to the high food prices and isolation, Arctic and 
Indigenous communities depend on local resourc-
es for sustenance. Unfortunately, new environ-
mental pressures are increasing competition and 
affecting the health of animals. Disappearing sea 
ice coverage is also shortening traditional subsis-
tence hunting, fishing and harvest seasons, caus-
ing further food insecurity in these communities.

“The fate of our polar Ice is our Future, and  
our Future is Indivisible.”

Sally Ranney
President and co-Founder, Global Choices
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However, geopolitical tensions are growing as 
economic and sovereignty competition increas-
es. Russia, China and the United States are par-
ticularly eager to secure their interests in the 
Arctic region with military developments, terri-
torial claims, investments and shipping routes.

Six Permanent Participants represent Indigenous 
groups in the Arctic.  The Council has 38 official 
Observers, including 13 non-Arctic States, 13 In-
tergovernmental organizations, and 12 NGOs. vi
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China has declared itself a “Near-Arctic State,” in 
reference to its widespread international presence. 
It was granted Observer status by the Arctic Council 
in 2013. At present, its aspirations relate primarily 
to shipping—specifically, the “Polar Silk Road”, which 
connects more broadly to the Chinese Belt and 
Road Initiative, a strategy that relies on infrastruc-
ture investments in more than 140 countries, exert-
ing broader geopolitical and economic influence.vii

The Polar Silk Road envisions comprehensive use of 
the Northwest Passage, the Northern Sea Route, and 
the currently ice-locked Transpolar Route, serving as 
a transpolar “Suez Canal”. This route would traverse 
the North Pole and cut shipping times from China to 
Europe by several days compared to the NSR. This 
would significantly impact China’s economy as a 
major exporter and elevate its status as an assertive 
global power. China pledges to construct the Polar 
Silk Road by 2025, emphasizing Chinese interest in 
scientific research at the Poles and deep sea explo-
ration, which includes additional icebreakers and 
a satellite launch in 2022 “to track shipping routes 
and monitor changes in sea ice in the Arctic.”[11,12] 

In May 2021, Secretary of State Antony Blinken 
asserted the interest of the US in maintaining 
the Arctic as a peaceful region of internation-
al cooperation,  and the Biden administration 
reactivated the Arctic Executive Steering Com-
mittee and Arctic Research Commission.[13] 

Other Arctic Council member states include Can-
ada, Finland, Greenland (Denmark), Iceland, Nor-
way and Sweden. These members have boost-
ed military preparedness in the North, where 
soft diplomacy has historically been the norm.

The ongoing Russian-Ukraine conflict has result-
ed in the suspension of Arctic Council meetings, 
stalling many regional plans. The course of the 
conflict will dictate the future of economic, po-
litical and security landscape of the Arctic. It is 
known that China and Russia have an uneasy al-
liance, given that Russia relies on the Chinese for 
Arctic development investments and China needs 
Russia’s support for its ambitions in the region.
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Russia, with the longest Arctic coastline, natu-
rally views the Arctic as a strategically important 
area for its broader development goals. Its major 
aims in the Arctic are to safeguard sovereignty and 
territory, harness its natural resources, use the 
Northern Sea Route (NSR) “as a globally competi-
tive national transport corridor,” conserve its eco-
systems, support the well-being of its people and 
Indigenous way of life, and keep the region peace-
ful with international cooperation.[10] However, 
rapid military buildup has demonstrated Russia’s 
broader mission to control the Northern Frontier. 

The US Congress, interested in developing natural 
resources, protecting the environment, incorpo-
rating Indigenous peoples into decision-making, 
and supporting research in the region, approved 
$30M for the National Science Foundation’s ini-
tiative, “Navigating the New Arctic” to advance ob-
servational research of the rapid biological, physi-
cal, chemical and social changes in the Arctic.[13]

The United States largely ignored the Arctic during 
the Trump administration. However, the Biden 
administration has prioritized Arctic develop-
ment and strategy, reinstating the 2016 US-Can-
ada Joint Arctic Leaders’ Statement banning off-
shore oil and gas in the Arctic with reviews every 
five years using a science-based approach.viii 

Responding to increased military and economic 
competition, the US is also increasing military ac-
tivity, earmarking future exercises along with the 
establishment of the Center for Arctic Security 
Studies to guide national security in the region.ix 
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Greenland recently banned offshore drilling 
and Denmark handed over key signatures to 
its self-ruling government in the Arctic Council. 

Canada is amplifying Indigenous voices and 
increasing marine protected areas, while exer-
cising its sovereignty in the Northwest Passage.  

While Sweden and Finland are now contem-
plating NATO inclusion, Norway remains a 
heavy oil producer, although it is transitioning 
to reducing emissions with green financing. 

Iceland’s priority in the Arctic is the green en-
ergy transition and remaining optimistic about 
economic growth from shipping lanes due 
to their accessibility along Arctic sea routes.  

Non-Arctic countries are also showing an 
increased interest in the exploration and 
exploitation of the region, including South 
Korea, Japan and the European Union. xi

          A Timely Intervention 
                             ‘We Can’t Plant Ice.’

The deteriorating CAOIS is a vital climate stabilizer 
and urgently requires protection to avert a global cli-
mate catastrophe. This protection takes two forms:

Physical: The most immediate measure would be 
for Arctic States and Arctic Indigenous peoples to 
work together as guardians of the CAOIS to ensure 
that no commercial, military or exploratory ac-
tivity harms the fragile sea ice. To achieve the 10-
year Moratorium, Arctic States would collaborate 
to develop appropriate protections of the CAO-
IS within and beyond their EEZ to prevent activi-

Global Choices proposed Central Arctic Ocean Ice Shield  
Total area of the CAO is 2.8M km2 / 1.1M mi2

Map Insert Credit: The International Bathymetric Chart of the Arctic Ocean was produced by investigators representing the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC), the International 
Arctic Science Committee (IASC), the International Hydrographic Organization (IHO), the US Office of Naval Research (ONR), and the US National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC).
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Due to its profound impact on the well-being of 
humanity, every sovereign State has a direct stake 
in safeguarding the CAOIS by creating legal

Legal: This would create an opportunity to establish 
a balanced legal framework and administrative re-
gime that affords adequate long-term protection to 
the CAOIS based on accumulating scientific findings.
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As this imperative transcends territorial, geopolit-
ical and commercial interests, a Global Commons 
approach based on the CAOIS’s crucial climate sta-
bilizing function provides the most suitable model 
for protecting this globally significant ecosystem.

A prudent pause allows for visionary leadership 
and broad international cooperation to preserve 
the CAOIS, marine life, global climate systems 
and human health. A CAOIS Moratorium pro-
vides the opportunity for innovative legal and in-
stitutional frameworks to be developed and a 
governance model fit-for-purpose to facilitate 
stakeholders’ socio-economic and environmen-
tal interests. Making it clear that competing terri-
torial claims beyond EEZs do not overshadow the 
need to be a CAOIS guardian for all of humanity.

To achieve this mission, the most 
immediate focus is to take action to 
establish a 10-year Moratorium on 
any human activity that will disturb 
the existing fragile Arctic sea ice, 
compromise the albedo effect 
further and damage its unique 
biome.

Benefits of the CAOIS Moratorium
Elevates the Ice Crisis to the top of the global agenda, 
providing global leaders with an imperative mandate to up-
hold 1.5°C and urgently decarbonize.
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processes and practices to ensure its long-term 
management and compliance. 

Applies the Precautionary Principle to allow for science and policy 
to catch up with and understand the ecosystem, as well as its inter-
dependent influence on other Earth systems, much of which is yet 
unknown or poorly understood.

Defends the ability of the Arctic ice to maintain its role in cooling 
the Earth, regulating ocean and air temperatures and sustaining 
ocean circulation. If the CAO Ice Shield is lost, it’s irrecoverable in our 
lifetime.

Protects known and yet to be discovered biodiversity and 
interdependent Arctic ecosystem services, including food, 
habitat and culture, while also conserving ice-dependent and 
threatened species and the communities that rely on them 
now and for future generations. 

Safeguards the remaining ice from: 

 »   disturbances that would be caused by deep-sea 
  mining in areas such as the Gakkel Ridge

 »   toxic radioactive waste that would contaminate  
  biodiversity throughout the Arctic Ocean and coastal     
  communities

 »   harmful effects of seismic testing, which disorients      
  marine mammals and can cause permanent damage  
  to marine life and its subsequent food sources      

 »   accidents and destruction associated with nuclear  
  weapon testing that will impact the entire CAO Ice   
  Shield biome

 »   a polar “Suez Canal” — a transpolar shipping route    
  across the North Pole

Demands that world governments correlate how deep and how 
fast emissions are cut and decarbonization strategies implemented 
in order to maintain Arctic sea ice essential to  
sustain global climate stability.

Highlights the urgent need for resilience and mitigation to take 
account of the cascading impacts caused by Arctic sea ice loss.

Provides a platform for a broad spectrum of allies and sectors to 
collaborate in encouraging and securing endorsement of the CAOIS 
10-year Moratorium.

Allows for the development of an innovative shift to framing the  
CAOIS as a Global Commons with governance that represents a broad-
er base of stakeholders and better reflects a growing body of legal 
precedent that underscores the systemic nature of Global Commons.

Raises the visibility of Indigenous and marginalized voices while 
also elevating the intersectionality of the Ice Crisis.
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Avoiding disturbance and damage to the existing ice before it occurs, and  
protecting this natural resource, is in all stakeholders’ best interests and  

will allow the ice to recover naturally.   



Global Choices is an all-female-led 501(c)3 
nonprofit organization in the vanguard of the 
Ice Crisis, taking an active, innovative and sci-
ence-driven intergenerational response to the 
Polar ice loss and its global impacts. We are la-
ser focused on the Arctic—building momen-
tum for defending the sea ice from further harm 
and securing long-term protection of the CAOIS 
through ‘bottom-up’ grassroots mobilization and 
high level ‘top-down’ advocacy and collaboration.

Global Choices convenes its International Arctic 
Task Force of policy, legal and scientific experts to 
advise on the conceptualization and development 
of pathways for suitable protective frameworks. In 
partnership with Cambridge University Governance 
Lab and the EU Arctic Forum, we are developing the 
Arctic Legal Defense Fund, an arm of the Task Force, 
that will serve as the spearpoint for collaboration 
with a variety of legal entities and thought leaders 
with the goal of bringing the Moratorium to actuality. 

Our Arctic Angels are a global community of 45+ 
highly skilled young women climate activists from 
over 25 countries who advocate for the CAOIS in 
forums around the world and for whom we provide 
cutting-edge leadership training in collaboration with 
George Washington University. The Arctic Ice Force, 
civil society climate activists who stand in defense of 
the CAO Ice Shield and in support of the Moratori-
um, will be anchored in the countries represented 
by the Angels, and will engage with other grassroots 
movements to press for needed systemic reforms 
and better choices by the global community to both 
champion and protect Earth’s life-support systems. 

Secure recognition of the Central Arctic 
Ocean Ice Shield as a High Seas Glob-
al Commons in the Biodiversity Beyond 
National Jurisdiction (BBNJ) negotiations 
and the UN Biodiversity Convention. 

Establish an interim protection status 
per the proposed BBNJ Treaty to pro-
tect the CAOIS until formal multilateral 
protection can be accomplished, as per 
established Precautionary Principles. 

Use the International CAO Fisheries 
Treaty and the Deep-Sea Mining Mor-
atorium as templates to create a hy-
brid approach to both the process 
and legal commitments of the parties.

Align the protection of the CAOIS with 
the 30x30 marine protection initia-
tives and the Global Oceans Treaty. 

Leverage the current global legal prec-
edents around natural resource pro-
tection, rights of nature, and human 
rights to inform protection and gov-
ernance of other Global Commons.

Obtain broad initial endorsement for a 
voluntary agreement by Nation States 
to promote the Moratorium and pro-
tect the CAOIS out of their own con-
viction and best self-interest, given its 
critical role in global climate stability.

Global Choices - Who We Are
Global Choices supports and provides a breadth of 
opportunities for youth, civil society and intergener-
ational networks to direct the power of their voices 
to demand that leaders endorse the CAOIS Morato-
rium and make the decisions now imperative to cor-
rect the climate injustice of too little action, which has 
put the Ice Shield and future generations in jeopardy. 

These strategies are tactically deployed to ad-
vance Global Choices’ proposals as they relate 
to various supportive mechanisms and existing 
legal instruments:

The underlying long-term benefits of a healthy 
ocean and an intact CAOIS significantly surpass 
any short-term gains afforded by exploiting the 
vulnerable CAO. A Moratorium would prohibit 
human exploitation of the CAOIS for 10-years 
while proper environmental, social and economic 
risks are properly evaluated.
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It is time to start making better global choices,  
integrating science and equity into policy and  

commerce to ensure a healthy and  
sustainable future for all species.

 

Making Better Global Choices

The CAOIS is a bellwether of climate change and a 
Global SOS for what is to come if insufficient action 
is taken. Scientific evidence repeatedly warns us 
of its growing vulnerability and the consequences. 
Yet, it is threatened further by exploitative com-
mercial activity and geopolitical tensions. The 10-
year Moratorium is an essential first step towards 
protecting the CAO Ice Shield and the global cli-
mate stabilizing ecosystem services it provides. 

To initiate the Moratorium, a multi-dimen-
sional strategy must be implemented to 
demonstrate that environmental protections 
are in the best interest of all stakeholders 
while garnering public and political support 
through grassroots mobilization, high-lev-
el advocacy and distinctive communications. 

Utilizing the CAOIS as a ‘lever of change’, we are 
helping to shift global perspectives about lead-
erships’ responsibility for the interconnectivity of 
Earth’s life-support systems.  We are advancing 
tangible and just solutions to climate change with 
the best pathways forward.  This will take the Ice 
Crisis to the top of the global policy agenda for the 
benefit of all species and bring to light what will 
happen if we do not act in the ‘immediacy of now’. 

The most critical protection for the Arctic is to 
keep to the Paris Agreement. The loss of Arctic 
sea ice and the Ice Shield is the bellwether for 
which global leaders must be held accountable 
for their decisions to keep global temperature 
rise under 1.5°C. It is one of the most visible 
and trackable illustrations of the global impacts 
of climate change, beginning with NASA sat-
ellite monitoring  in 1979, and provides a le-
ver to drive action on the climate emergency.

Hearts in the Ice Citizen Scientists
a Global Choices Partner
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A Detailed Brief is Available Upon Request

Contact: Karin Evans, Executive Administrator
karin@globalchoices.org
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